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QUICK REFERENCE
This manual describes all the windows found in the control software of the CTouch panel, but the list below contains 
all the basic operations that the user might need, referring him/her to the relative page of the manual where there is 
a description of that specific function (for all other information, refer to the contents page): 

CTouch

Selecting the operating mode (Page 20)

Setting a main operating set-point (Page 20)

Setting the time bands (Page 42)

Applying a timed program (Page 20)

Changing the system language (Page 43) 

Switching the unit ON and OFF (Pages 10, 19)
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STRUCTURE OF THE MENUS
With the CTouch panel, the user can manage all the operating parameters 
of the unit via a touchscreen graphic interface. The use of the information 
is easy and straightforward, thanks to the "home" page showing the main 
unit operating parameters. The more specific parameters and settings can 

be found in the various menus, accessed via the relative selection page that 
identifies each menu with a specific icon. These icons are highlighted below:

Menu 

Home

HOME MENU SELECTION

Password (0000)

Input/Output
menu 

ON/OFF
menu

System
menu

Alarm
menu 

Chart
menu 

Summary
menu

Time band
menu

Language
menu 

Multi-purpose
input
menu

Installer
menu

Help
menu

PROTECTED menu
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INTERACTING WITH THE GRAPHIC INTERFACE
The unit command and control interface uses a touchscreen display. This in-
terface is designed to be simple and user-friendly; the absence of actual keys 
means the program is managed purely by touching the screen directly, which 
makes it far more accessible for the user. The software manages a great deal 
of information, with the various items grouped into separate pages that in 
turn are managed via specific menus, but there are certain fundamental fea-

tures that apply to all the operations, such as selecting a window, moving 
on to the next window, or entering a precise numerical value. The basic op-
erations that can be carried out via the touchscreen interface of the CTouch 
device are described below.

NAVIGATING BETWEEN THE PROGRAM PAGES

As already mentioned on the previous pages, the unit operating information 
is sub-divided into various menus, each containing several pages. The basic 
operations for navigating between the menus are as follows:   

• Access a menu: to access a menu you must activate the menu selection 
page by pressing the "open book" icon ( ) found on every page of the 
program. Now, just press the icon that represents the specific menu 
you want to access (for more information about which menus are acti-
vated by the various icons, refer to the diagram on the previous page).

• Scroll to the next or previous page of a menu: once you have accessed 
a menu, you can pass from one page to another by pressing the "right 
arrow" icon ( ) to go forward, or the "left arrow" icon ( ) to go back 
(unless the menu in question has just one page).

• Return to the "Home" page: to go back to the main (home) page, press 
the relative icon ( ). Not all the program pages contain this icon, but 
you can find it on the menu selection page so just go to that page (as 
explained in the first point of this list) and from there you can reach 
"Home".

Opening the "menu selection" page:

Selecting the next or previous page of a menu:

Going back to the main (home) page:
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SETTING A NUMERICAL VALUE FOR A PARAMETER

Many parameters (e.g. the seasonal operating set-points) require the user to 
enter a numerical value. In these cases, proceed as follows: 

1. Once you have accessed a page containing an editable numerical value 
(e.g. the operating set-points), press on the value already displayed.

2. A numerical keypad will now appear, where you can enter a new value.
3. Press "Enter" on the keypad to confirm and apply the new value, or 

press "Esc" to delete the operation.

Setting a new numerical value:

Once you have selected the numerical value to be modified, the 
numerical keypad will show the Minimum and Maximum values 
that can be set for that parameter.

�

SETTING A VALUE, SELECTING IT FROM A LIST

Certain parameters (such as the operating mode) require the user to choose 
an option from a list. In these cases, proceed as follows: 

1. Once you have accessed a page containing an editable value (e.g. the 
operating mode), press on the option already displayed.

2. A small window will now appear, with a list of options.
3. Select one of the options by pressing on it. Your choice will be high-

lighted by a change of colour.
4. Press "OK" to apply the chosen option, or press "Cancel" to quit the 

selection page without altering the previous value.

Setting a new value from a list:
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MAIN PAGE (HOME)
The standard display during normal operation is the "Home" page. Depend-
ing on the type of unit configured, from this window you can keep the main 
operating parameters under control or access direct connections to certain 
operating menus. We will analyse and explain below all the elements that can 
be viewed and/or managed via the Home page. 

ATTENTION: certain information is only visible if it is available on the unit 
(for example data relating to the Free-cooling circuit).

Main "Home" page:

HOME PAGE - Data entered in the upper bar

1 2 3

Contents Meaning
1 Date set on the system

2 String corresponding to the unit configurator (for more information about the unit configurator, refer to 
the technical manual of the unit itself ).

3 Time set on the system

NOTES:
• The units have two different timers - one inte-

grated in the CTouch panel and the other relat-
ing to the electric control card of the units. 
These timers can have different time settings 
(which can be seen on the "Clock configuration" 
page of the installer menu), to ensure the cor-
rect time is shown for any alarms saved in the 
log. You are advised to check them regularly to 
make sure they coincide, synchronising them if 
necessary.

• The configured unit code is entered in the fac-
tory, and cannot be altered by the user.

HOME PAGE - Water inlet/outlet temperature chart

Click on the chart to auto-
matically open the "chart 
menu":

NOTES:
• The chart on the homepage shows the tempera-

ture trend of the water entering and leaving the 
unit. The colours will depend on the unit operat-
ing mode: in cooling mode, BLUE indicates the 
outlet water and RED the inlet water; on the 
contrary, in heating mode RED indicates the pro-
cessed water and BLUE the water returning from 
the system.

• Click on the chart to directly open the "chart 
menu", where you can see a log of the various 
charts available. To return to the main page, you 
must first go to the menu selection page and 
from there select "Home".
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HOME PAGE - Unit operating status information (real time data)

Contents Meaning
1 Percentage figure showing the power request from the system
2 Percentage figure showing the speed of the fans on circuit 1

3 Percentage figure showing the speed of the fans on circuit 2 (only visible if the unit has 2 circuits)

4 Percentage figure showing the speed of the shared fans in V-BLOCK units (only visible on V-BLOCK units)
5 Indicates the temperature of the water processed by the unit (real time figure)
6 Indicates the temperature of the water entering the unit (real time figure)
7 This label appears if the unit pump is active (if the unit has a pump component)
8 This label appears if unit compressor 1 is active
9 This label appears if unit compressor 1A is active (if installed)

10 This label appears if unit compressor 1B is active (if installed)
11 This label appears if defrosting is in progress on circuit 1
12 This label appears if unit compressor 2 is active (if installed)
13 This label appears if unit compressor 2A is active (if installed)
14 This label appears if unit compressor 2B is active (if installed)
15 This label appears if defrosting is in progress on circuit 2 (on two-circuit units only)

NOTES:
Much of the information in this section is linked to 
the type of unit: the presence of a second circuit or 
a hydronic side pump, or the number of compressors 
managed by the system, will depend on the type of 
unit.

1 23 4

5

6

7
8

9
10

11

12
13

14
15
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HOME PAGE - Data entered in the lower bar, and navigation keys

Contents Meaning

1 Indicates whether the unit is MASTER or SLAVE (only visible if the unit is installed and configured as part 
of a multiple system set up for MASTER/SLAVE management)

2 Value of the outside air temperature (real time value)

3

Current unit status (if the status is ON, no status will be indicated). The possible info shown on the unit is:
No info = Unit operating
General OFF via key = Unit switched off using key (7)
Unit OFF via alarm = Unit switched off due to an alarm condition
OFF via supervisor = Unit switched off via BMS
OFF via time bands = Unit switched off due to the current time band setting
OFF via digital input = Unit switched off due to a digital input signal (ID17)
Antifreeze = Unit operating in antifreeze mode
OFF via Master = Unit switched off via the MASTER unit
Outside operating limits = Unit switched off because it was working outside its operating limits (for 
more information about the unit operating limits, refer to the technical manual of the unit)
Boiler replacement = Unit switched off because replaced by the boiler for hot water production

4 This icon indicates the current set-point being used (summer or winter) on the basis of the selected 
operating mode

5 Indicates the current value for the operating set-point
6 Press this key to visualise the menu selection page
7 Press this key to switch the unit ON or OFF directly
8 This icon is displayed if there is an active alarm on the system - press it to view the alarm menu

9 This icon indicates that the defrosting cycle is in progress (on at least one of the circuits, in the case of two-
circuit units) - press it to view the defrosting page on the Input/Output menu

10 If visible, this icon indicates that Free-cooling mode is currently active (for Free-cooling units only)

NOTES:
If the system uses a MASTER/SLAVE configuration, re-
member that up to two units can be managed with a 
"pLAN" serial connection (the address of the CTouch 
MASTER panel must be "3", and that of the SLAVE 
"4"). It is recommended that the two units - Master 
and Slave - are the same (same software version), so 
they can be used in a balanced manner.

WARNING: it is essential that the Master and Slave 
units have the same software version.

1 32

4 5 6 71098
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INPUT/OUTPUT MENU
The input/output menu shows many of the values measured by the vari-
ous probes and transducers on the unit. You cannot set any values via this 
menu, but it gives important operating information such as the defrosting 
status and so on. 

INPUTS/OUTPUTS - General input/output status

1

3
4

2

5
6

7
8

9
10

11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning
1 Percentage value showing the current power request from the system
2 Current outside temperature value
3 Percentage value of the current load on circuit 1
4 Current pressure value measured on the high-pressure side of the refrigerant circuit
5 Current pressure value measured on the low-pressure side of the refrigerant circuit
6 Current temperature value measured on the low-pressure side of the refrigerant circuit
7 Current temperature value measured on the high-pressure side of the refrigerant circuit

8-9-10

Indication of the status (ON or OFF) of the compressors of circuit 1; if a compressor is ON, there will 
be a green dot next to the label. For each compressor, there is also a value in seconds, indicating 
(with a countdown) the minimum ON or OFF time (in both cases, if the value is 0s this means the 
compressor has already respected the minimum ON or OFF time and can respond to a request from 
the system instantaneously).

11 Indicates the minimum time that must pass between two compressor peaks; the time is shown by 
means of a countdown, after which consent for the next compressor peak is enabled.

12 Percentage value of the current load on circuit 2 (if installed)
13 Current pressure value measured on the high-pressure side of refrigerant circuit 2 (if installed)
14 Current pressure value measured on the low-pressure side of refrigerant circuit 2 (if installed)
15 Current temperature value measured on the low-pressure side of refrigerant circuit 2 (if installed)
16 Current temperature value measured on the high-pressure side of refrigerant circuit 2 (if installed)

17-18-19

Indication of the status (ON or OFF) of the compressors of circuit 2; if a compressor is ON, there will 
be a green dot next to the label. For each compressor, there is also a value in seconds, indicating 
(with a countdown) the minimum ON or OFF time (in both cases, if the value is 0s this means the 
compressor has already respected the minimum ON or OFF time and can respond to a system 
request instantaneously).

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:
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INPUTS/OUTPUTS - Ventilation status

1

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning
1 Percentage value of the current speed of the fans on circuit 1
2 Current pressure value measured for the operating set-point of the fans on circuit 1

3 Current pressure value measured for the differential to be applied to the operating set-point of the 
fans on circuit 1

4

Status of the fans on circuit 1. This status may be:
Off = Fans switched off
Pre-ventilation = Indicates the pre-empted switch-on of the fans in relation to the compressors
High pressure = Indicates that the check on the basis of high pressure is currently active
Post-ventilation = Indicates the ventilation phase after compressor switch-off
Antifreeze = Indicates the ventilation phase for preventing the build-up of snow and the formation of 
ice
Defrosting = Indicates the defrosting phase
Low pressure = Indicates that the check on the basis of low pressure is currently active
Maximum speed = Indicates that the fans are currently turning at their maximum speed
Low noise = Indicates that partialised speed is active, to reduce the noise level

5 Percentage value of the current speed of the fans on circuit 2 (if installed)
6 Current pressure value measured for the operating set-point of the fans on circuit 2 (if installed)

7 Current pressure value measured for the differential to be applied to the operating set-point of the 
fans on circuit 2 (if installed)

8

Status of the fans on circuit 2 (if installed). This status may be:
Off = Fans switched off
Pre-ventilation = Indicates the pre-empted switch-on of the fans in relation to the compressors
High pressure = Indicates that the check on the basis of high pressure is currently active
Post-ventilation = Indicates the ventilation phase after compressor switch-off
Antifreeze = Indicates the ventilation phase for preventing the build-up of snow and the formation of 
ice
Defrosting = Indicates the defrosting phase
Low pressure = Indicates that the check on the basis of low pressure is currently active
Maximum speed = Indicates that the fans are currently turning at their maximum speed
Low noise = Indicates that partialised speed is active, to reduce the noise level

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

INPUTS/OUTPUTS - Outside temperature status

1

A B

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning
1 Current temperature value measured for the outside air
2 Minimum outside air temperature recorded today
3 Maximum outside air temperature recorded today
4 Minimum outside air temperature recorded yesterday
5 Maximum outside air temperature recorded yesterday

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

C

3

5

2

4
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INPUTS/OUTPUTS - Defrosting status

1

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning

1

Indicates the current defrosting status on circuit 1. The possible values are:
Disabled = No defrosting active
Bypass = Indicates that the bypass phase is currently active, following compressor start-up
Decay calculation = Indicates that the pressure decay calculation is currently in progress
Cycle reversal standby = Indicates that the pause is active, prior to the cycle valve reversal
Defrosting start-up = Indicates that the defrosting cycle is beginning
Defrosting in progress = Indicates that the defrosting cycle is currently in progress
Defrosting end = Indicates that the defrosting cycle is ending
First defrosting = Indicates that the first defrosting after a blackout is active

2 

Gives additional information about the defrosting status of circuit 1. This information may be:
High outside temperature = Indicates that the outside air temperature is above the defrosting 
enabling threshold
Circuit OFF = Indicates that the circuit compressors are switched off and defrosting is disabled
BP above limit threshold = Indicates that the low pressure value ("BP") is above the limit threshold 
for triggering the defrosting cycle
Min time between defrosting cycles = Indicates that the defrosting cycle is currently disabled in 
order to respect the minimum time between two cycles
CP start-up = Indicates that the compressor has just been started up and the bypass time before 
calculating the pressure decay is in progress
New BP reference = Indicates that a new low pressure value has been taken as the reference for 
calculating the decay
Start-up for BP limit = Indicates that defrosting has been activated in order to exceed the low 
pressure limit threshold
Start-up for P-delta = Indicates that defrosting has been activated in order to exceed the low pres-
sure decay value
Liquid temp. OK = Indicates that the liquid temperature has exceeded the threshold for determin-
ing the end of the defrosting cycle
Min. defrosting times = Indicates that defrosting continues until the minimum set time has been 
exceeded, even if the output conditions have already been reached
Standby for other circuit = In the case of a single ventilation unit, indicates the phase in which the 
circuit that ends the defrosting cycle first switches off, waiting for the other circuit to end too
First start-up bypass = Indicates that the first defrosting cycle after a blackout can only start after 
the compressor has been working for a specific time
Low liquid temp. = Indicates that the liquid temperature is below the threshold for determining the 
end of the defrosting cycle
Start-up for TGP = Indicates that the defrosting cycle has been activated because the temperature 
threshold for the force gas has been exceeded
Forced = In the case of a single ventilation unit, indicates that the circuit has been forced to defrost 
by the other circuit

3 Indicates the defrosting times for circuit 1
4 Indicates the average low pressure value on circuit 1
5 Indicates the accumulated P-delta for determining defrosting activation on circuit 1
6 Indicates the liquid temperature value for determining the defrosting end on circuit 1
7 The same as point (1), but with reference to circuit 2 (if installed)
8 The same as point (2), but with reference to circuit 2 (if installed)
9 Indicates the defrosting times for circuit 2 (if installed)

10 Indicates the average low pressure value on circuit 2 (if installed)
11 Indicates the accumulated P-delta for determining defrosting activation on circuit 2 (if installed)
12 Indicates the liquid temperature value for determining the defrosting end on circuit 2 (if installed)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
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INPUTS/OUTPUTS - PCO5 analogue input status

1

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current temperature value measured on the evaporator inlet
2 Indicates the current temperature value measured on the evaporator outlet
3 Indicates the current outside air temperature
4 Indicates the current temperature measured on the high-pressure side of circuit 1
5 Indicates the current high-pressure value of circuit 1
6 Indicates the current low-pressure value of circuit 1
7 Indicates the current temperature measured on the high-pressure side of circuit 2
8 Indicates the current high-pressure value of circuit 2
9 Indicates the current low-pressure value of circuit 2

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

INPUTS/OUTPUTS - uPC analogue input status

1

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning
1  Not used
2  Not used
3  Not used
4  Not used
5  Not used

6

This figure may refer to various values, depending on the type of unit:
Unit with total heat recovery = Indicates the temperature of the water entering the total recovery 
unit
Free-cooling unit = Indicates the inlet temperature on the Free-cooling unit

7

This figure may refer to various values, depending on the type of unit:
Unit with total recovery = Indicates the temperature of the water leaving the total recovery unit (heat 
exchanger 1)
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = Indicates the outlet temperature on the Free-cooling unit (glycol-
free)

8

This figure may refer to various values, depending on the type of unit:
Unit with total recovery = Indicates the temperature of the water leaving the total recovery unit (heat 
exchanger 2)
Free-cooling unit = Indicates the temperature measured by the probe on the intermediate heat 
exchanger

9 Indicates the current temperature value for water leaving evaporator 2
10  Not used
11 Indicates the current water temperature on the common evaporator outlet 
12  Not used

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10

11
12
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INPUTS/OUTPUTS - PCO5 digital input status

1

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning

1 Indicates the status of the evaporator flow switch
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

2 Indicates the status of the high-pressure switch for circuit 1:
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

3 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on fan 1:
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

4 Indicates the status of the phase monitor:
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

5 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on compressor 1 (circuit 1):
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

6 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on compressor 2 (circuit 1):
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

7 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on compressor 3 (circuit 1):
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

8 Indicates the status of the high-pressure switch for circuit 2:
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

9 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on fan 2:
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

10 Indicates the setting for the second set-point:
Closed = second set-point active Open = second set-point not active 

11 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on compressor 1 (circuit 2) (if installed):
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

12 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on compressor 2 (circuit 2) (if installed):
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

13 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on compressor 3 (circuit 2) (if installed):
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

14 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on evaporator pump 1:
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress 

15 Indicates the status of the thermal protection on evaporator pump 2:
Closed = normal operation Open = fault in progress

16 Indicates the setting for the remote season changeover command:
Closed = command enabled Open = command not enabled

17 Indicates the setting for the remote ON/OFF command:
Closed = command enabled Open = command not enabled

18 Indicates the setting for the multi-purpose input:
Closed = input enabled Open = input not enabled

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10

11

A B C

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
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INPUTS/OUTPUTS - PCO5 digital output status

1

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning

1 Indicates the status of pump 1:
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

2 Indicates the status of compressor 1 (circuit 1):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

3 Indicates the status of compressor 2 (circuit 1):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

4 Indicates the status of compressor 3 (circuit 1):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

5 Indicates the status of the liquid solenoid valve (circuit 1):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

6 Indicates the status of the reverse cycle valve (circuit 1):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

7 Indicates the status of the fans on circuit 1:
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

8 Indicates the status of the "serious alarm" signal:
Closed = serious alarm active Open = serious alarm not active 

9 Indicates the status of compressor 1 (circuit 2):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

10 Indicates the status of compressor 2 (circuit 2):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

11 Indicates the status of compressor 3 (circuit 2):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

12 Indicates the status of the liquid solenoid valve (circuit 2):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

13 Indicates the status of the fans on circuit 2:
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

14 Indicates the status of the reverse cycle valve (circuit 2):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

15 Indicates the status of the thermostat bypass solenoid valve (circuit 1):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

16 Indicates the status of the thermostat bypass solenoid valve (circuit 2):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

17 Indicates the status of the antifreeze heater:
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

18 Indicates the status of pump 2:
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

19 Indicates the voltage value applied to the DCP1 modulating fan unit (from 0 to 1000mV)
20 Indicates the voltage value applied to the DCP2 modulating fan unit (from 0 to 1000mV)

21 Indicates the voltage value applied to the DCP3 (or DCP1+DCP2) modulating fan unit (from 0 to 
1000mV)

22 Indicates the voltage value applied to the modulating fan unit of circuit 1 that switches off in the 
event of low outside temperatures

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

11

A B C

12
13

14
15

16
17

18

10 19
20

21
22
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INPUTS/OUTPUTS - uPC digital output status

1

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning

1 Indicates the status of the coil disconnector valve on circuit 1:
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

2

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with total recovery = status of the recovery exchanger resistor
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = status of the heater (glycol side)

3

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with total recovery = external recovery pump
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = coil bleed valve on circuit 1

4

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with total recovery = bleed valve on circuit 1 (from recovery unit)
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = coil bleed valve on circuit 1

5

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with total recovery = bleed valve on circuit 1 (from condenser)
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = coil bleed valve on circuit 2

6

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with total recovery = bleed valve on circuit 2 (from recovery unit)
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = coil bleed valve on circuit 2

7

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with total recovery = bleed valve on circuit 2 (from condenser)
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = 3-way valve (on Free-cooling)

8

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with total recovery = 3-way valve on total heat recovery unit, circuit 1
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = coil disconnector valve on circuit 1

9

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with total recovery = 3-way valve on total heat recovery unit, circuit 2
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = coil disconnector valve on circuit 2

10 Indicates the status of the coil disconnector valve on circuit 2 (for Free-cooling units):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating 

11

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with total recovery = second solenoid valve
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = pump (glycol side)

12 Indicates the status of the second solenoid valve (for units with total heat recovery):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
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INPUTS/OUTPUTS - Status of inputs/outputs for pCOE expansion card

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current temperature measured by the liquid probe on circuit 1
2 Indicates the current temperature measured by the liquid probe on circuit 2
3 Indicates the current temperature measured by the accumulation tank probe
4 Not used

5

Can indicate the (Closed = operating;  Open = not operating) status of various loads, depending on 
the unit configuration:
Unit with supplementary heater = supplementary heaters (RI1)
Free-cooling unit (glycol-free) = consent for replacement boiler

6 Indicates the status of the RI2/RI3 supplementary heaters (for units with supplementary heaters):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

7 Indicates the status of the tray heater:
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

8 Indicates the status of the 3-way valve for domestic hot water (requested via modbus):
Closed = load operating Open = load not operating

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

1

2

3
4

5

6

7
8

INPUTS/OUTPUTS - Status of inputs/outputs for total recovery or DK unit

A B C

A

B

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current temperature of water entering the total recovery unit (if available)
2 Indicates the current temperature of water leaving the total recovery unit (if available)
3 Percentage value of the current power request to the total recovery unit (if available)

4 Indicates the current temperature measured on the common outlet of the two evaporators (if avail-
able)

5 Indicates the current temperature of water leaving evaporator 1 (if available)
6 Indicates the current temperature of water leaving evaporator 2 (if available)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

1
2

3

4
5

6
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ON/OFF MENU
The ON/OFF menu is used to switch the unit on or off. It also provides 
further information about the current status of the machine.

ON/OFF - Switching the unit ON/OFF

1

A

A

B

Open the "menu selection" page

Switch the unit ON or OFF

Contents Meaning

1

System status. This status may be:
No info = Unit operating
General OFF via key = Unit switched off via the interface
Unit OFF via alarm = Unit switched off due to an alarm condition
OFF via supervisor = Unit switched off via BMS
OFF via time bands = Unit switched off due to the current time band setting
OFF via digital input = Unit switched off due to a digital input signal (ID17)
Antifreeze = Unit operating in antifreeze mode
OFF via Master = Unit switched off via the MASTER unit
Outside operating limits = Unit switched off because it was working outside its operating limits 
(for more information about the unit operating limits, refer to the technical manual of the unit)
Boiler replacement = Unit switched off because replaced by the boiler for hot water production

2 Indicates the current value selected (YES = Unit ON; NO = Unit OFF)

3

Status of the recovery circuit (if installed). This status may be:
No info = Unit operating
General OFF via key = Unit switched off via the interface
Unit OFF via alarm = Unit switched off due to an alarm condition
OFF via supervisor = Unit switched off via BMS
OFF via time bands = Unit switched off due to the current time band setting
OFF via digital input = Unit switched off due to a digital input signal (ID17)
Antifreeze = Unit operating in antifreeze mode
OFF via Master = Unit switched off via the MASTER unit
Outside operating limits = Unit switched off because it was working outside its operating limits 
(for more information about the unit operating limits, refer to the technical manual of the unit)
Boiler replacement = Unit switched off because replaced by the boiler for hot water production

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

3

B
2
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SYSTEM MENU
The SYSTEM menu is used to set the operating mode and the set-point 
values for the various modes.

SYSTEM- Setting the operating mode and the main set-points

1

A

A

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Choose which type of adjustment to apply

Contents Meaning

1

Indicates which type of adjustment is currently active on the unit. This may be:
OFF = The unit is not producing water
ON = Unit adjustment is based on the main probe, according to the system set-point
ON with Set 2 = Unit adjustment is based on the main probe, according to set-point 2 (which can 
also be activated via digital input ID10, or the time bands)
Time bands = Unit adjustment is based on the timed program currently active (for more informa-
tion about the timed programs, refer to the "Time band menu")

2

Indicates which operating mode is currently active on the unit. This may be as follows (the choice is 
only available for heat pump units):
Cooling = The unit produces cold water on the basis of the current operating set-point
Heating = The unit produces hot water on the basis of the current operating set-point
Via ext. temp. = The unit chooses whether to activate cooling mode or heating mode on the basis 
of the outside air temperature
Via dig. input = The unit chooses whether to activate cooling mode or heating mode (Open = cool-
ing; Closed = heating) on the basis of the status of digital input ID16
Via superv. = The mode is set by the supervisor (BMS)
Via calendar = The mode is set according to the value shown in the window (of this menu) for the 
dates when cooling or heating mode should be activated

3 Indicates the current value of the main cooling set-point
4 Indicates the current value of the main heating set-point (on heat pump only)

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

E

C

D

F

2

3

4
D Choose the unit operating mode (for heat pump 

only)

B

B Move on to the next page

E Set the main cooling set-point

F Set the main heating set-point (on heat pump 
units only)
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SYSTEM - Setting the secondary set-point and recovery (if available)

1

A

A

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Move on to the next page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current value of the secondary cooling set-point
2 Indicates the current value of the secondary heating set-point (on heat pump only)
3 Indicates the current setting for recovery (YES = recovery enabled; NO = recovery disabled)
4 Indicates the current value of the recovery set-point (if installed)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE: D

D Set the secondary cooling set-point

C

B Go back to the previous page

E Set the secondary heating set-point (for heat 
pumps only)

F Enable the use of the recovery unit (if installed)
B

E

F

G

2

3

4

G Set the recovery set-point (if installed)

SYSTEM - Setting the outside temperature for automatic changeover

A

A

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Set the outside air temperature at which cool-
ing mode should be activated (only if "Via ext. 
temp." has been selected for "Mode selection" 
in the first window of this menu)

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current outside air temperature at which cooling mode will be activated

2 Indicates the current outside air temperature at which heating mode will be activated (on heat 
pump only)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

C

B Go back to the previous page

B

D
1

2

D Set the outside air temperature at which heat-
ing mode should be activated (only if "Via ext. 
temp." has been selected for "Mode selection" 
in the first window of this menu)
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SYSTEM - Setting the operating mode on the basis of the calendar

1

A

A

C

Open the "menu selection" page

Choose on which day of the month you want to 
activate cooling mode

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the day of the month on which cooling mode will be activated
2 Indicates the month in which cooling mode will be activated
3 Indicates the day of the month on which heating mode will be activated (heat pump only)
4 Indicates the month in which heating mode will be activated (heat pump only)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

E
C

D

F

2

4

D Choose in which month you want to activate 
cooling mode

B

B Go back to the previous page

E Choose on which day of the month you want to ac-
tivate heating mode (for heat pump)

F Choose in which month you want to activate 
heating mode (for heat pump)

2
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INSTALLER MENU
The INSTALLER menu is used to access many of the settings for operating 
and adjusting the unit; it may, however, contain parameters that should 
only be modified by persons responsible for maintenance and/or assis-
tance on the unit or system, and for this reason it's protected by a pass-
word.

USER PASSWORD: 0000

INSTALLER - Entering the password for accessing the protected menu

2

A

B

Enter the access password

Confirm the password entered

Contents Meaning
1 This key is used to quit the window and go back to the menu selection page
2 Indicates the current value of the password to be used for accessing the installer menu
3 This key is used to confirm the access password entered

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

3

A

B

C 1

C Quit and return to the menu selection page

INSTALLER - Selecting the sub-menus

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 This key is used to access the "Input enabling" sub-menu
2 This key is used to access the "Probe adjustment and set-point" sub-menu
3 This key is used to access the "Fans" sub-menu
4 This key is used to access the "Hour-counter and Peak-counter" sub-menu
5 This key is used to access the "Free-cooling (glycol-free)" sub-menu
6 This key is used to access the "BMS supervision" sub-menu
7 This key is used to access the "Antifreeze and pump configuration" sub-menu
8 This key is used to access the "Supplementary heaters and replacement boiler" sub-menu
9 This key is used to access the "Master-Slave" sub-menu

10 This key is used to access the "Software version and clock configuration" sub-menu

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE: B

B Open the "Input enabling" sub-menu

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

L

M

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

C Open the "Probe adjustment and set-point" sub-
menu

D Open the "Fans" sub-menu

E Open the "Hour-counter and Peak-counter" sub-
menu

F Open the "Free-cooling (glycol-free)" sub-menu

G Open the "BMS supervision" sub-menu

H Open the "Antifreeze and pump configuration" 
sub-menu

I Open the "Supplementary heater and replace-
ment boiler" sub-menu

L Open the "Master - Slave" sub-menu

M Open the "Software version and clock configura-
tion" sub-menu
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INSTALLER - Input enabling - Enabling On/Off via digital input ID17

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1 Indicates the current setting for the "On/Off via digital input ID17" function (YES = function enabled; 
NO = function disabled)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B 1

B Enable or disable system ON/OFF via the digital 
input (ID17)

INSTALLER - BMS supervision - Enabling and setting control via the remote supervisor (BMS)

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1 Indicates the current setting for changeover via the supervisor (YES = function enabled; NO = func-
tion disabled)

2 Indicates the current setting for ON/OFF via the supervisor (YES = function enabled; NO = function 
disabled)

3

May indicate the current protocol selected for communication between the unit and BMS. The 
protocols available are:
Modbus = RS485 modbus supervisor
Carel = communication protocol for controlling the expansion cards
pCOWeb = communication protocol for the pCOWeb expansion card
Lon = communication protocol for controlling the Lon expansion cards
Modbus Ext = extended modbus communication protocol (if you select this protocol, you will have 
the same addresses available on BMS2 for AERNET or another supervisor)

4 Indicates the current communication speed between the unit and the supervision system BMS1. The 
values that can be set are: 1200, 19200 or 38400 Baud

5 Indicates the current number of stop bits for communication between the unit and the supervision 
system BMS1. The values that can be set are: 1 or 2

6 Indicates the current address assigned to the unit for communicating with the remote supervisor 
BMS1

7 Indicates the current communication speed between the unit and the supervision system BMS2. The 
values that can be set are: 1200, 19200 or 38400 Baud

8 Indicates the current number of stop bits for communication between the unit and the supervision 
system BMS2. The values that can be set are: 1 or 2

9 Indicates the current address assigned to the unit for communicating with the remote supervisor 
BMS2

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE: 1

B Enable or disable season changeover via the ex-
ternal supervisor (BMS)

B

CD

E
F

G
H

I
L

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9

C Enable or disable ON/OFF via the external super-
visor (BMS)

D Select the communication protocol between the 
unit and the supervisor (BMS)

E Select the communication speed between the 
unit and the supervisor (BMS1)

F Select the number of stop bits in the communica-
tion between the unit and the external supervi-
sor (BMS1)

G Assign an address to the unit for communication 
between the unit itself and the external supervi-
sor (BMS1)

H Select the communication speed between the 
unit and the supervisor (BMS2)

I Select the number of stop bits in the communica-
tion between the unit and the external supervi-
sor (BMS2)

L Assign an address to the unit for communication 
between the unit itself and the external supervi-
sor (BMS2)
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INSTALLER - Probe adjustment and set-point - Configuring the thermostat and the type of operating set-point

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1

Indicates which probe should be used for the thermostat control of the processed water. The value 
can be:
OUTLET (U2) = thermostat control will be carried out on the evaporator outlet probe
INLET (U1) = thermostat control will be carried out on the evaporator inlet probe
COMMON OUTLET PROBE = thermostat control will be carried out on the probe on the common 
outlet of the evaporators (if envisaged)
ACCUMULATION (U1) = thermostat control will be carried out on the accumulation tank probe (if 
installed)

2
Indicates the type of adjustment to be applied to the thermostat control. The value can be:
PROP+INT = PROPORTIONAL + INTEGRAL adjustment will be used
PROPORTIONAL = PROPORTIONAL adjustment will be used

3 Indicates the value assigned for integration time (used to calculate the integral error)

4

Used to select the type of set-point to be used for cooling. The possible values are:
FIXED SET-POINT = the adjustment will use a fixed set-point with a value defined by the user on the 
relative page of the "System menu"
CLIMATE CURVE = the adjustment will be made automatically, calculating the set-point on the basis 
of the outside temperature (according to the setting made on the "climate curve" page of this menu)

5 Indicates the value assigned to the differential used in cooling mode

6

Used to select the type of set-point to be used for heating. The possible values are:
FIXED SET-POINT = the adjustment will use a fixed set-point with a value defined by the user on the 
relative page of the "System menu"
CLIMATE CURVE = the adjustment will be made automatically, calculating the set-point on the basis 
of the outside temperature (according to the setting made on the "climate curve" page of this menu)

7 Indicates the value assigned to the differential used in heating mode
8 Indicates the value assigned to the differential used for heat recovery

9 Indicates the maximum temperature of the water leaving the recovery unit, beyond which recovery 
mode is forcedly abandoned.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE: 1

B Move on to the next page (only if the "climate 
curve" option is selected as the type of set-point)

C

D

E
F

G

H

I
L

M

2

C Define the probe for thermostat control of the 
processed water

D Set the type of adjustment to be assigned for 
thermostat control

E Set the integration time for calculating the inte-
gral error

F Select the type of set-point to be used for cooling

G Set the differential to be applied to the set-point 
during cooling

H Select the type of set-point to be used for heat-
ing

I Set the differential to be applied to the set-point 
during heating

L Set the differential to be applied to the set-point 
for heat recovery (if envisaged)

B

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

M Set the maximum temperature of the water leav-
ing the recovery unit (if installed)
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INSTALLER - Probe adjustment and set-point - Configuring the climate curve

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current value of the cooling set-point, calculated on the basis of the climate curve

2
Indicates the value to be assigned to the compensation set-point for the climate curve used in cool-
ing mode. This value will be subtracted from the set-point defined by the user in the system menu, 
and associated with the maximum outside air temperature specified in parameter (4)

3 Indicates the minimum outside air temperature (the starting point of the climate curve in cooling 
mode) to which set-point 1 (cooling) (defined by the user in the system menu) must correspond

4
Indicates the maximum outside air temperature (the end point of the climate curve in cooling 
mode) to be associated with the result of the subtraction of set-point 1 (defined by the user in the 
system menu) from the compensation set-point defined in parameter (2)

5 Indicates the current value of the heating set-point, calculated on the basis of the climate curve

6
Indicates the value to be assigned to the compensation set-point for the climate curve used in heat-
ing mode. This value will be subtracted from the set-point defined by the user in the system menu, 
and associated with the maximum outside air temperature specified in parameter (7)

7 Indicates the minimum outside air temperature (the starting point of the climate curve in heating 
mode) to which set-point 1 (heating) (defined by the user in the system menu) must correspond

8
Indicates the maximum outside air temperature (the end point of the climate curve in heating 
mode) to be associated with the result of the subtraction of set-point 1 (defined by the user in the 
system menu) from the compensation set-point defined in parameter (6)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

C

5

B Go back to the previous page

B

D E

F

G H

1

2
6

4

3

7 8

C Set the value to be subtracted from the main set-
point (in cooling mode) so that the climate curve 
peak corresponds to the maximum outside air 
temperature (value defined in point E)

D Set the outside air value that set-point 1 should 
correspond to (in cooling mode) 

E Set the outside air value that set-point 1 should 
correspond to (in cooling mode), minus the value 
of the compensation set-point (value defined in 
point C) 

C Set the value to be subtracted from the main set-
point (in heating mode) so that the climate curve 
peak corresponds to the maximum outside air 
temperature (value defined in point E)

D Set the outside air value that set-point 1 should 
correspond to (in heating mode) 

E Set the outside air value that set-point 1 should 
correspond to (in heating mode), minus the val-
ue of the compensation set-point (value defined 
in point C) 

LOGIC USED FOR CALCULATING THE SET-POINT 
VIA CLIMATE CURVE:

(°C)

(°C)

Set-point (A)

Set-point (A) -  
Comp. set-point

External air
(minimum)

External air
(maximum)

1. The set-point (A) indicates the value defined (in both cooling and 
heating mode, given that the calculation logic is the same) for 
normal operation (remember that this setting is defined on the 
first page of the system menu).

2. The set-point (A) is defined so as to correspond to the minimum 
outside air temperature (specified in the relative parameter on 
the climate curve (cooling/heating) page.

3. The maximum outside air temperature (specified in the relative 
parameter on the climate curve (cooling/heating) page) is associ-
ated with the result of the subtraction of set-point (A) from the 
compensation set-point (defined on the climate curve (cooling/
heating) page).

4. For outside air temperatures lower than the value indicated as "min-
imum", the operating set-point will be equal to the set-point (A).

5. For outside air temperatures between the minimum and maxi-
mum indicated, the set-point will be calculated automatically on 
the basis of the straight section of the climate curve.

6. For outside air temperatures higher than the maximum value, 
the operating set-point will be the result of the subtraction of 
set-point (A) from the compensation set-point.
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INSTALLER - Antifreeze and pump configuration - Configuring the antifreeze conditions

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1 Indicates the temperature value for thermostat control (evaporator inlet or outlet), below which the 
antifreeze alarm is activated

2 Indicates the value of the differential, to be added to the temperature used for thermostat control 
(evaporator inlet or outlet), in order to quit the antifreeze alarm condition

3 This value is used to choose whether to automatically switch on the pump if the antifreeze alarm is 
activated (YES = pumps activated in response to antifreeze alarm; NO = pumps not activated)

4
This value is used to choose whether to activate the cyclic pump activation function on the basis of 
the outside temperature. This prevents the formation of ice if the outside temperature falls very low 
(YES = cyclic pump activation enabled; NO = cyclic pump activation not enabled)

5 Indicates the time gap between two consecutive pump switch-on operations (if cyclic pump activa-
tion is enabled)

6 Indicates the duration of the pump cycle (if cyclic pump activation is enabled)

7 Indicates the outside air temperature below which cyclic pump activation is launched (if cyclic 
pump activation is enabled)

8

This value is used to choose whether to activate the cyclic fan activation function on the basis of the 
outside temperature. This prevents the accumulation of snow in the fans, and therefore the risk of 
ice formation, if the outside temperature falls very low (YES = cyclic fan activation enabled;  
NO = cyclic fan activation not enabled)

9 Indicates the outside air temperature below which cyclic fan activation is launched (if cyclic fan 
activation is enabled)

10 Indicates the time gap between two consecutive fan switch-on operations (if cyclic fan activation is 
enabled)

11 Indicates the duration of the fan cycle (if cyclic fan activation is enabled)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Move on to the next page

C

D
E

F
G

H
I

LM
C Set the temperature value for adjustment (heat 

exchanger inlet or outlet), below which the anti-
freeze alarm is activated

D Set the differential for quitting the antifreeze 
alarm

E Choose whether or not to activate the pumps 
automatically when the antifreeze alarm is trig-
gered

F Set the cyclic pump activation function on the 
basis of the outside air temperature for anti-
freeze control

G Set the time gap between the pump activation 
cycles in the antifreeze pump cycle program

H Set the duration of the pump activation cycle in 
the antifreeze pump cycle program

I Set the outside air temperature threshold below 
which the antifreeze pump cycle should be ac-
tivated

L Set the cyclic pump activation function on the 
basis of the outside air temperature to avoid the 
accumulation of snow inside the fans

B

M Set the outside air temperature threshold below 
which the fan cycle should be activated

N
O

1
2

3

5
6

7

9
10

11

N Set the time for which the fans will be switched 
off during the antifreeze cycle

O Set the time for which the fans will be switched 
on during the antifreeze cycle

4

8
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INSTALLER - Antifreeze and pump configuration - Configuring the antifreeze conditions and the recovery pump (if installed)

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1 This value is used to choose whether to automatically switch on the pump if the antifreeze heater is 
activated (YES = pumps activated together with the heater; NO = pumps not activated)

2 Indicates the number of pumps (only necessary if the pumps are outside the unit). This value may 
be 1 or 2

3

Indicates the pump inactivity time - i.e. the time in which one of the two pumps is deactivated while 
the other is operating. Once this time has elapsed, a pump rotation operation is performed (to pre-
vent lockout) with automatic compressor switch-off and reactivation. To reduce the cases of forced 
unit switch-off, rotation is carried out every time the unit is reactivated after a switch-off (standby), 
even if the set time has not passed

4 Indicates the pump switch-off delay after the deactivation of the compressors or other sources 
(heaters, Free-cooling, etc.)

5

This value is used to select the logic for managing the recovery pump (if installed):
NO = the recovery unit is activated when the flow switch contact closes for the transit of water (the 
pump is not managed by the unit);
YES = the pump is managed by the unit - it switches off when the water entering the recovery unit 
reaches the temperature set-point (remote access to the probe in the domestic hot water accumula-
tion tank). The pump switches back on when the temperature of the recovery tank inlet probe falls 
more than 3°C below the recovery set-point. Apart from the flow switch, the pump thermoswitch 
(if installed) is also managed; this triggers the deactivation of the pump and lets you quit recovery 
mode.

6 Indicates the temperature on the recovery tank inlet (if installed), below which the antifreeze alarm 
is activated on the recovery tank

7 Indicates the value of the differential, to be added to the inlet temperature on the recovery tank (if 
installed), for quitting the recovery antifreeze alarm condition

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Go back to the previous page

C
D

E

F
G

H
I

C Choose whether the pumps should be activated 
when the antifreeze heater is activated

D Set the number of pumps (only if external pumps 
are installed)

E Set the time in which the reserve pump (if a 
reserve pump is installed) remains deactivated 
before replacing the active one for normal pump 
rotation

F Set the time after which the pumps should be 
switched off following the deactivation of the 
compressor or another source (antifreeze heat-
ers, Free-cooling, etc.)

G Set the activation of the recovery pump on the 
basis of the outside air temperature for the an-
tifreeze control on the pump itself (if installed)

H Set the outside air temperature threshold below 
which the recovery pump should be activated (if 
installed)

I Set the differential for quitting the recovery anti-
freeze alarm (if installed)

B

2
3

4

5

6
7

1
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INSTALLER - Fans - Configuring the fans

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1 This value is used to choose whether or not to limit the fan speed during the specified time band 
(YES = fans limited according to the specifications; NO = standard fan operation)

2 Indicates the start time for the program in which the fans work at reduced speed (if this function has 
been activated)

3 Indicates the end time for the program in which the fans work at reduced speed (if this function has 
been activated)

4
Indicates the value (in Volts) for the maximum fan speed (in cooling mode) during night-time low 
noise operation. This value can range from 0 to 10V, with 10V representing the maximum possible 
speed

5
Indicates the value (in Volts) for the maximum fan speed (in Free-cooling mode) during night-time 
low noise operation. This value can range from 0 to 10V, with 10V representing the maximum pos-
sible speed

6 Indicates the time for which the 4V peak should be maintained at fan start-up (during normal fan 
operation)

7 Indicates the value (in Volts) for the minimum fan speed during normal operation. This value can 
range from 0 to 10V, with 10V representing the maximum possible speed

8 Indicates the value (in Volts) for the maximum fan speed during normal operation (cooling mode). 
This value can range from 0 to 10V, with 10V representing the maximum possible speed

9 Indicates the value (in Volts) for the maximum fan speed during normal operation (heating mode). 
This value can range from 0 to 10V, with 10V representing the maximum possible speed

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Activate or deactivate the night-time low noise 
function (Night mode)

C

E

F

H

I
C Set the time at which the night-time low noise 

function should be activated (Night mode)

D Set the time at which the night-time low noise 
function should be deactivated (Night mode)

E Set the value (in Volts in cooling mode, with 
condensation control) when the night-time low 
noise function (Night mode) is active

F Set the value (in Volts in Free-cooling mode, if 
envisaged) when the night-time low noise func-
tion (Night mode) is active

G Set the duration of the initial peak at fan start-up

H Set the value (in Volts) to be associated with the 
minimum fan speed

I Set the value (in Volts) to be associated with the 
maximum fan speed in cooling mode

1 B

D
G

L

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

L Set the value (in Volts) to be associated with the 
maximum fan speed in heating mode
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INSTALLER - Supplementary heaters and replacement boiler - Configuring the supplementary heaters and replacement boiler (if installed)

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1 This value indicates the number of supplementary heaters managed by the unit (via a connection 
with the pCOe expansion card). This value can range from 0 to 3

2 Indicates the power of the minimum step in relation to the unit power (as a percentage value) (only 
if the unit is a heat pump)

3
This value is used to manage a replacement boiler (on heat pump units only) for hot water produc-
tion when the outside air temperature falls below a set limit (YES = boiler enabled; NO = boiler not 
enabled)

4 Indicates the outside air temperature below which the unit works alongside the supplementary 
electric heaters (above this temperature value, the unit works without the heaters)

5 Indicates the outside air temperature below which the unit is completely replaced (it goes into 
standby) by the supplementary heaters or (if configured) the boiler for hot water production

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Set the number of supplementary heaters avail-
able for the unit

C

D

E

F
C Set the power of the minimum step in relation to 

the unit power (as a percentage value)

D Enable or disable the replacement boiler for hot 
water production

E Set the air temperature below which integration 
between the unit (for heat pump) and the supple-
mentary heaters is activated

F Set the air temperature below which the unit (for 
heat pump) is replaced with the supplementary 
heaters or boiler (if enabled)

B1

2

3

4

5

INSTALLER - Hour-counter and Peak-counter - Compressor operating log

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the number of hours that compressor 1 on circuit 1 has worked
2 Indicates the number of hours that compressor 2 on circuit 1 (if installed) has worked
3 Indicates the number of hours that compressor 3 on circuit 1 (if installed) has worked
4 Indicates the number of peaks made by compressor 1 on circuit 1
5 Indicates the number of peaks made by compressor 2 on circuit 1 (if installed)
6 Indicates the number of peaks made by compressor 3 on circuit 1 (if installed)
7 Indicates the number of hours that compressor 1 on circuit 2 (if installed) has worked
8 Indicates the number of hours that compressor 2 on circuit 2 (if installed) has worked
9 Indicates the number of hours that compressor 3 on circuit 2 (if installed) has worked

10 Indicates the number of peaks made by compressor 1 on circuit 2 (if installed)
11 Indicates the number of peaks made by compressor 2 on circuit 2 (if installed)
12 Indicates the number of peaks made by compressor 3 on circuit 2 (if installed)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

1
2

3

4
5

6

7
8

9

10
11

12
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INSTALLER - Master Slave - Configuring power control in the case of two-unit systems

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1

Used to choose whether the unit is part of a Master/Slave system. The possible values are:
SINGLE = the unit is single so no connection is activated and there is no Master/Slave control
MASTER = the unit is part of a two-unit system (and connected via pLAN). The current setting 
indicates that the unit is the Master
SLAVE = the unit is part of a two-unit system (and connected via pLAN). The current setting indi-
cates that the unit is a Slave

2

Indicates the percentage of the system power request that will be divided between the Master and the 
Slave. This value can range from 1 to 100%, with 1% indicating that the two units will work in parallel 
and 100% indicating that the units will be used in a sequential manner (the power of the Slave will 
only be used when all the Master power has been used)

3
Choose whether to activate the Slave pump only if the Slave unit is involved in the power request, or 
activate it whenever a request is received from the system (YES = Slave pump disabled if there is no 
request on the Slave unit; NO = Slave pump always enabled in response to a request)

4 Indicates the temperature measured on the common outlet of the Master and Slave units
5 Indicates the power value currently requested by the system (as a percentage)

6 Indicates the power value currently supplied by the Master in response to a request from the system 
(as a percentage)

7 Indicates the power value currently supplied by the Slave in response to a request from the system (as 
a percentage)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Set the unit as a single unit or as a Master or 
Slave

C

C Set the power step for dividing the system re-
quest between the Master and the Slave (if en-
visaged)

D Choose whether to activate the Slave pump only 
in response to a request on the Slave unit, or also 
in response to a request from the Master (if Mas-
ter/Slave control has been set) 

1 B

D

2
3
4
5

6
7
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INSTALLER - Free-cooling (glycol-free) - Configuring the Free-cooling unit (if installed)

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the temperature difference (in Free-cooling) generated at the maximum fan speed

2 Indicates the value (in Volts) assigned to the fans during Free-cooling. This value can range from 0 to 
10V

3
Indicates the value to be assigned to the temperature difference at the maximum fan speed during 
Free-cooling. This parameter is part of the constant check that the Free-cooling coil produces a T-delta 
(used as a safety check on 3-way valve operation)

4 Indicates the bypass time from Free-cooling start-up before beginning the Free-cooling output check

5
This value is used to manage the logic of the valves on the NYB. This may be:
YES = no transit of water during unit standby 
NO = transit of water in the evaporator during unit standby

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Set the temperature value to be used as a tem-
perature differential at the maximum fan speed 
in Free-cooling mode

C

C Set the value (in Volts) for the fans during Free-
cooling

D Set a temperature delta to be used for the out-
put control during Free-cooling

1 B

D

2

E

F

3
4

5

E Set the output control bypass time from Free-
cooling start-up

F Select the type of control to be used on the NYB 
units during standby

INSTALLER - Software version and clock configuration - Configuring the CTouch clock and the pCO5 clock

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current day of the week on the CTouch timer
2 Indicates the current time on the CTouch timer
3 Indicates the current date on the CTouch timer
4 Indicates the current day of the week on the pCO5 timer
5 Indicates the current time on the pCO5 timer
6 Indicates the current date on the pCO5 timer

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Go back to the previous page

C Move on to the next page

D Send the currently set data to the pCO5 card

1 E

F

E

Set the time (on the CTouch panel timer)
B CD

H

I

LG

2

3

4

5

6

F

Set the date (on the CTouch panel timer)G

Used to set the day (on the pCO5 timer)H

Set the day (on the CTouch panel timer)

Used to set the time (on the pCO5 timer)I

Used to set the date (on the pCO5 timer)L
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INSTALLER - Software version and clock configuration - Configuring the automatic GMT/Daylight Saving Time changeover

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1 Choose whether to activate the automatic changeover between GMT and Daylight Saving Time (YES = 
enable automatic changeover; NO = disable automatic changeover)

2 Used to select on which day (of the month) to switch to Daylight Saving Time
3 Used to select on which day (of the week) to switch to Daylight Saving Time
4 Used to select in which month to switch to Daylight Saving Time
5 Used to select at what time to switch to Daylight Saving Time
6 Used to select on which day (of the month) to switch to GMT
7 Used to select on which day (of the week) to switch to GMT
8 Used to select in which month to switch to GMT
9 Used to select at what time to switch to GMT

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Go back to the previous page

C Move on to the next page

D Set the automatic changeover between GMT and 
Daylight Saving Time

B C

1
DE F

G
H

I L

M N

3

5

7

9

2

4

6

8

E Choose on which day (of the month) to switch to 
Daylight Saving Time

F Choose on which day (of the week) to switch to 
Daylight Saving Time

G Choose in which month to switch to Daylight Sav-
ing Time

H Choose at what time to switch to Daylight Sav-
ing Time

I Choose on which day (of the month) to switch 
to GMT

L Choose on which day (of the week) to switch to 
GMT

M Choose in which month to switch to GMT

N Choose at what time to switch to GMT

INSTALLER - Software version and clock configuration - Configuring the calendar

A

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the period 1 start date
2 Indicates the period 1 end date

3 Used to select the action for period 1 (OFF = unit disabled; WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS = "WEEKENDS 
AND HOLIDAYS" band enabled)

4 Indicates the period 2 start date
5 Indicates the period 2 end date

6 Used to select the action for period 2 (OFF = unit disabled; WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS = "WEEKENDS 
AND HOLIDAYS" band enabled)

7 Indicates the period 3 start date
8 Indicates the period 3 end date

9 Used to select the action for period 3 (OFF = unit disabled; WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS = "WEEKENDS 
AND HOLIDAYS" band enabled)

10 Indicates the period 4 start date
11 Indicates the period 4 end date

12 Used to select the action for period 4 (OFF = unit disabled; WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS = "WEEKENDS 
AND HOLIDAYS" band enabled)

13 Indicates the period 5 start date
14 Indicates the period 5 end date

15 Used to select the action for period 5 (OFF = unit disabled; WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS = "WEEKENDS 
AND HOLIDAYS" band enabled)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Go back to the previous page

C Move on to the next page

B C

D1

G

L

O

R

E

H

M

P

S

F

I

N

Q

T

4

7

10

13

3

6

9

12

15

2

5

8

11

14
D Enter the start date for period 1

E Enter the end date for period 1

F Enter the action for period 1

G Enter the start date for period 2

H Enter the end date for period 2

I Enter the action for period 2

L Enter the start date for period 3

M Enter the end date for period 3

N Enter the action for period 3

O Enter the start date for period 4

P Enter the end date for period 4

Q Enter the action for period 4

R Enter the start date for period 5

S Enter the end date for period 5

T Enter the action for period 5
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INSTALLER - Software version and clock configuration - Information about the system

A

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the code that identifies the unit
2 Indicates the current software version for the pCO5 card
3 Indicates the date of the pCO5 software
4 Indicates the software version of the CTouch panel
5 Indicates the date and time of the unit test (performed in the factory)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

1

2

B C

4

5

3

A Open the "sub-menu selection" page

B Go back to the previous page

C Move on to the next page
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ALARM MENU
The ALARM menu is used to view (and reset, if necessary) the alarm condi-
tions that may arise on the unit while it's working. The alarms are divided 
into various categories according to their seriousness. Remember that 
some of them can cause serious damage to the unit so, before perform-
ing a reset, it's important to be sure about the nature of the alarm and 
the reason it was triggered (contacting specialised technical personnel if 
necessary).

ALARMS - Main alarm page

1

A

A

B

Open the main page (HOME)

Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the number of alarms currently active on the unit

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B C D

C Reset the alarms currently active on the system

D Open the active alarms page

ALARMS - Active alarms page

1

A

A

B

Open the main page (HOME)

Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1 Indicates the alarms currently active on the unit, providing some information about the nature of each 
one

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B

C Reset the alarms currently active on the system

D Open the alarm log page

C C
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ALARMS - Alarm log

2

A

A

B

Open the main page (HOME)

Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the time and date when the alarm was triggered
2 Indicates the number with which the alarm was saved in the memory
3 Indicates the alarm ID code
4 Indicates the short description of the alarm
5 Indicates the temperature of the water entering the heat exchanger at the time of the alarm
6 Indicates the temperature of the water leaving the heat exchanger at the time of the alarm
7 Indicates the low pressure value on circuit 1 at the time of the alarm
8 Indicates the high pressure value on circuit 1 at the time of the alarm
9 Indicates the low pressure value on circuit 2 (if installed) at the time of the alarm

10 Indicates the high pressure value on circuit 2 (if installed) at the time of the alarm
11 Used to go back to the previous alarm in the alarm log
12 Used to move on to the next alarm in the alarm log
13 Used to go to the first alarm in the alarm log

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B

D

C Return to the page showing the alarms currently 
active on the system

D View the previous alarm in the log

E
F

1

3

4

5

6

11
13
12

8

7

9 10

E View the next alarm in the log

C
F View the first alarm in the log

TABLE OF ALARM CODES

Contents Meaning Notes
AL01 Clock battery faulty or not connected
AL02 Memory expansion card damaged
AL03 ID8 phase monitor
AL04
AL05 High pressure probe on circuit 1 faulty or not connected U5
AL06 High pressure probe on circuit 2 faulty or not connected U6
AL07 Low pressure probe on circuit 1 faulty or not connected U8
AL08 Low pressure probe on circuit 2 faulty or not connected U9

AL09 Temperature probe on evap.1 inlet water faulty or not 
connected U1

AL10 Temperature probe on evap.1 outlet water faulty or not 
connected U2

AL11 Temperature probe on common evap. outlet water faulty 
or not connected

AL12 Temperature probe on rec. inlet water faulty or not 
connected

AL13 Temperature probe on recovery 1 outlet water faulty or 
not connected

AL14 Temperature probe on recovery 2 outlet water faulty or 
not connected

AL15 Temperature probe on common recovery outlet water 
faulty or not connected

AL16 External temperature probe faulty or not connected U3

AL17 Liquid temperature probe on circuit 1 faulty or not con-
nected U4

AL18 Liquid temperature probe on circuit 2 faulty or not con-
nected U7

AL19 Request for maintenance on compressors of circuit 1
AL23 Thermoswitches on compressors circuit 1
AL24 Thermoswitch alarm on system pump 1 ID 6, 
AL25 Thermoswitch alarm on system pump 2
AL28 Thermoswitch on fans circuit 1
AL29 Thermoswitch on fans circuit 2
AL30 Low pressure indicated by pressure switch on circuit 1
AL31 Low pressure indicated by probe on circuit 1
AL32 High pressure indicated by pressure switch on circuit 1
AL33 High pressure indicated by probe on circuit 1
AL34 Circuit 1 Low pressure from probe (not delayed)
AL35 Circuit 2 Low pressure from probe (not delayed)
AL38 No water flow in evaporator
AL40 Antifreeze alarm for system inlet/outlet temperature

Contents Meaning Notes
AL41 Antifreeze alarm for common system outlet temperature
AL42 Antifreeze alarm for recovery inlet/outlet temperature 
AL43 Antifreeze alarm for recovery 2 outlet temperature
AL45 IO expansion (uPC) off-line
AL46 IO expansion (pCOe) off-line

AL48 Force gas temperature probe on circuit 1 faulty or not 
connected

AL49 Force gas temperature probe on circuit 2 faulty or not 
connected

AL50 Card restart for voltage failure NO is an alarm
AL59 Thermoswitch on comp.2 circuit 1
AL60 Thermoswitch on comp.3 circuit 1
AL61 Thermoswitch on comp.1 circuit 2
AL62 Thermoswitch on comp.2 circuit 2
AL63 Thermoswitch on comp.3 circuit 2
AL64 Pressure switch BP 2 from pressure switch
AL65 Low pressure 2 from probe
AL66 High pressure 2 from pressure switch
AL67 High pressure 2 from probe
AL75 High temperature on force gas probe on circuit 1
AL76 High temperature on force gas probe on circuit 2
AL85 High system inlet temperature alarm
AL87 Master off-line
AL88 Slave off-line

AL89 Incorrect Master/Slave software version (the two cards 
don't have the same software version) 

AL90 Free-cooling output alarm 
AL91 Slave alarm summary 
AL92 Glycol-free flow switch 
AL93 Thermoswitch on glycol-free pump 
AL94 pCOE expansion off-line (address=3) DK unit 
AL95 Common evaporator outlet probe faulty or not connected
AL96 Evaporator 2 outlet probe faulty or not connected 
AL97 Free-cooling inlet probe faulty or not connected 
AL98 Free-cooling outlet probe faulty or not connected 

AL99 Probe for glycol inlet on intermediate heat exchanger 
faulty or not connected

AL100 pCOE expansion off-line (address=4) Condensing unit
AL101 pCOE expansion off-line (address=5) NYB Free-cooling
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CHART MENU
The CHART menu is used to view certain unit operating parameters, shown 
graphically on Cartesian axes to illustrate the value changes (temperature, 
power or pressure) requested over time.

CHARTS - Chart showing the temperature trend of the inlet/outlet water on the heat exchanger

1

A

A

B

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Contents Meaning

1 Displays a chart in real time, relating to the temperature of the water entering and leaving the heat 
exchanger (in the lower part you can see a key explaining the colours of the curves)

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B C

C Move on to the next page

D Move back in time on the chart (on the basis of 
the indications on the horizontal axis)

D E

D Move forward in time on the chart (on the basis 
of the indications on the horizontal axis)

CHARTS - Chart showing trend of compressors on circuit 1

1

A

A

B

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Contents Meaning

1 Displays a chart in real time, relating to the trend of the power values for the compressors of circuit 1 
(in the lower part you can see a key explaining the colours of the curves)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B C

C Move on to the next page

D Move back in time on the chart (on the basis of 
the indications on the horizontal axis)

D E

D Move forward in time on the chart (on the basis 
of the indications on the horizontal axis)
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CHARTS - Chart showing trend of compressors on circuit 2 (if installed)

1

A

A

B

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Contents Meaning

1 Displays a chart in real time, relating to the trend of the power values for the compressors of circuit 2 
(in the lower part you can see a key explaining the colours of the curves)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B C

C Move on to the next page

D Move back in time on the chart (on the basis of 
the indications on the horizontal axis)

D E

D Move forward in time on the chart (on the basis 
of the indications on the horizontal axis)

CHARTS - Chart showing trend of high/low pressure on circuit 1

1

A

A

B

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Contents Meaning

1 Displays a chart in real time, relating to the trend of the high/low pressure values on circuit 1 (in the 
lower part you can see a key explaining the colours of the curves)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B C

C Move on to the next page

D Move back in time on the chart (on the basis of 
the indications on the horizontal axis)

D E

D Move forward in time on the chart (on the basis 
of the indications on the horizontal axis)

CHARTS - Chart showing trend of high/low pressure on circuit 2 (if installed)

1

A

A

B

Open the "menu selection" page

Go back to the previous page

Contents Meaning

1 Displays a chart in real time, relating to the trend of the high/low pressure values on circuit 2 (in the 
lower part you can see a key explaining the colours of the curves)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B C

C Move on to the next page

D Move back in time on the chart (on the basis of 
the indications on the horizontal axis)

D E

D Move forward in time on the chart (on the basis 
of the indications on the horizontal axis)
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SUMMARY MENU
The SUMMARY menu provides a simplified representation of the unit with 
a selection of the operating parameters (in real time), on the basis of the 
feedback from the various probes installed.

SUMMARY - Page relating to the "cooling-only" units (or heat pump with cooling mode)

3

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current outside temperature

2 Indicates the current fan speed (sub-divided on the basis of the circuits - C1 for the first, C2 for the 
second)

3 Indicates the current power value request from the system to the unit
4 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 1 to meet the system request
5 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 2 (if installed) to meet the system request

6
Indicates the current situation of the compressors, divided on the basis of the circuit - those of circuit 
1 on the left, those of circuit 2 on the right. The compressors shown are the ones that are currently 
active; if no compressor is ON, no labels will be displayed

7
Indicates the current situation of the pressure values on the unit circuits (AP1 = high pressure ("AP") 
on circuit 1, AP2 = high pressure on circuit 2, BP1 = low pressure on circuit 1, BP2 = low pressure on 
circuit 2)

8 Indicates the current operating set-point for the unit

9 Indicates the status of the pump (if it's active, the relative label is displayed) and the temperature of 
the water entering the heat exchanger

10 Indicates the temperature of the water leaving the heat exchanger

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

1

2

4
5

6

7

8

910
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SUMMARY - Page relating to the "cooling-only" units (or heat pump with heating mode)

3

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current outside temperature

2 Indicates the current fan speed (sub-divided on the basis of the circuits - C1 for the first, C2 for the 
second)

3 Indicates the current power value request from the system to the unit
4 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 1 to meet the system request
5 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 2 (if installed) to meet the system request

6
Indicates the current situation of the compressors, divided on the basis of the circuit - those of circuit 
1 on the left, those of circuit 2 on the right. The compressors shown are the ones that are currently 
active; if no compressor is ON, no labels will be displayed

7 Indicates the current situation of the pressure values on the unit circuits (AP1 = high pressure on circuit 
1, AP2 = high pressure on circuit 2, BP1 = low pressure on circuit 1, BP2 = low pressure on circuit 2)

8 Indicates the current operating set-point for the unit

9 Indicates the status of the pump (if it's active, the relative label is displayed) and the temperature of 
the water entering the heat exchanger

10 Indicates the temperature of the water leaving the heat exchanger

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

1

2

4
5

6

7

8

910

SUMMARY - Page relating to the units with Free-cooling

3

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current outside temperature

2 Indicates the current fan speed (sub-divided on the basis of the circuits - C1 for the first, C2 for the 
second)

3 Indicates the current power value request from the system to the unit
4 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 1 to meet the system request
5 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 2 (if installed) to meet the system request

6
Indicates the current situation of the compressors, divided on the basis of the circuit - those of circuit 
1 on the left, those of circuit 2 on the right. The compressors shown are the ones that are currently 
active; if no compressor is ON, no labels will be displayed

7 Indicates the current situation of the pressure values on the unit circuits (AP1 = high pressure on circuit 
1, AP2 = high pressure on circuit 2, BP1 = low pressure on circuit 1, BP2 = low pressure on circuit 2)

8 Indicates the current operating set-point for the unit

9 Indicates the status of the pump (if it's active, the relative label is displayed) and the temperature of 
the water entering the heat exchanger

10 Indicates the temperature of the water leaving the heat exchanger
11 Indicates the current operating set-point in Free-cooling

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

1

2

4
5

6

7

8

9

10 11
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SUMMARY - Page relating to the units with Free-cooling

3

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current outside temperature

2 Indicates the current fan speed (sub-divided on the basis of the circuits - C1 for the first, C2 for the 
second)

3 Indicates the current power value request from the system to the unit
4 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 1 to meet the system request
5 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 2 (if installed) to meet the system request

6
Indicates the current situation of the compressors, divided on the basis of the circuit - those of circuit 
1 on the left, those of circuit 2 on the right. The compressors shown are the ones that are currently 
active; if no compressor is ON, no labels will be displayed

7 Indicates the current situation of the pressure values on the unit circuits (AP1 = high pressure on circuit 
1, AP2 = high pressure on circuit 2, BP1 = low pressure on circuit 1, BP2 = low pressure on circuit 2)

8 Indicates the current operating set-point for the unit

9 Indicates the status of the pump (if it's active, the relative label is displayed) and the temperature of 
the water entering the heat exchanger

10 Indicates the temperature of the water leaving the heat exchanger
11 Indicates the current temperature of the water leaving the recovery unit
12 Indicates the current operating set-point in Free-cooling

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE: 1

2

4
5

6

7

8

9

10 11

12

SUMMARY - Page relating to the units with recovery

3

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Indicates the current outside temperature

2 Indicates the current fan speed (sub-divided on the basis of the circuits - C1 for the first, C2 for the 
second)

3 Indicates the current power value request from the system/recovery to the unit
4 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 1 to meet the system request
5 Indicates the power percentage supplied by circuit 2 (if installed) to meet the system request

6
Indicates the current situation of the compressors, divided on the basis of the circuit - those of circuit 
1 on the left, those of circuit 2 on the right. The compressors shown are the ones that are currently 
active; if no compressor is ON, no labels will be displayed

7 Indicates the current situation of the pressure values on the unit circuits (AP1 = high pressure on circuit 
1, AP2 = high pressure on circuit 2, BP1 = low pressure on circuit 1, BP2 = low pressure on circuit 2)

8 Indicates the current temperature of the water entering the heat exchanger
9 Indicates the status of the pump (if it's active, the relative label is displayed)

10 Indicates the temperature of the water leaving the heat exchanger
11 Indicates the current temperature of the water entering the recovery unit
12 Indicates the current temperature of the water leaving the recovery unit

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE: 1

2

4
5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12
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TIME BAND MENU
The TIME BAND menu is used to set the bands for timed unit program-
ming. The time bands created on this page can then be enabled and used 
via the SYSTEM menu ("Setting the operating mode and the main set-
points") or via the calendar in the INSTALLER menu ("Software version and 
clock configuration - Configuring the calendar").

TIME BANDS - Page for creating timed programs

10

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Used to select the time settings for "Monday"
2 Used to select the time settings for "Tuesday"
3 Used to select the time settings for "Wednesday"
4 Used to select the time settings for "Thursday"
5 Used to select the time settings for "Friday"
6 Used to select the time settings for "Saturday"
7 Used to select the time settings for "Sunday"
8 Used to select the time settings for "Weekends and holidays"

9 Used to select every day (from Monday to "Weekends and holidays") for the application of the time 
bands previously copied

10 Indicates which day the visualised time settings apply to

11

Used to define the start and end time, and the action to be carried out, for the first time band. The 
possible actions are:
ON = The unit is switched on during the time band
OFF = The unit is switched off during the time band
set-02 = The unit is switched on, and the second set-point is used during the time band (i.e. the value 
set on the "SYSTEM - Setting the secondary set-point and recovery (if available)")

12

Used to define the start and end time, and the action to be carried out, for the second time band. The 
possible actions are:
ON = The unit is switched on during the time band
OFF = The unit is switched off during the time band
set-02 = The unit is switched on, and the second set-point is used during the time band (i.e. the value 
set on the "SYSTEM - Setting the secondary set-point and recovery (if available)")

13

Used to define the start and end time, and the action to be carried out, for the third time band. The 
possible actions are:
ON = The unit is switched on during the time band
OFF = The unit is switched off during the time band
set-02 = The unit is switched on, and the second set-point is used during the time band (i.e. the value 
set on the "SYSTEM - Setting the secondary set-point and recovery (if available)")

14

Used to define the start and end time, and the action to be carried out, for the fourth time band. The 
possible actions are:
ON = The unit is switched on during the time band
OFF = The unit is switched off during the time band
set-02 = The unit is switched on, and the second set-point is used during the time band (i.e. the value 
set on the "SYSTEM - Setting the secondary set-point and recovery (if available)")

15 Used to copy the time band data of the program currently visualised

16
Used to see which day has been selected for applying the previously copied data. Attention: after 
pressing the "Copy in" key, you must press one of the keys with a day label, on the left of the 
screen, in order to see the relative day in this field!

17 Used to paste the time band data of the currently visualised program on the required day (or days, if 
"All" is selected)

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

1

11

B

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

C
D
E
F
G

H
I

L9 Q

R

P

O

N

M

12

13

14

1715

B Select the time bands for Monday

C Select the time bands for Tuesday

D Select the time bands for Wednesday

E Select the time bands for Thursday

F Select the time bands for Friday

G Select the time bands for Saturday

H Select the time bands for Sunday

I Select the time bands for the timed program called 
"Weekends and holidays" (to understand how to use 
it, refer to the "INSTALLER - Software version and 
clock configuration - Configuring the calendar" page)

L Paste the data on every day (during time band copy-
ing operations)

M Set the first time band for the selected day (start, end 
and action to be carried out)

N Set the second time band for the selected day (start, 
end and action to be carried out)

O Set the third time band for the selected day (start, 
end and action to be carried out)

P Set the fourth time band for the selected day (start, 
end and action to be carried out)

Q Enable the command for copying the current time 
bands of the specified day

R Enable the command for pasting the current time 
bands on the specified day

16
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LANGUAGE MENU
The LANGUAGE menu is used to modify the interface language for the vari-
ous menus. The system language is usually set in the factory, according to 
the country where the unit will be used, but it can be altered at any time 
via this menu.

LANGUAGE - Page for selecting the system language

2

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning
1 Used to set Italian as the system language
2 Used to set English as the system language
3 Used to set German as the system language
4 Used to set French as the system language
5 Used to set Spanish as the system language

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

1

3

B

C

D

E F

4 5

B Set ITALIAN as the system language

C Set ENGLISH as the system language

D Set GERMAN as the system language

E Set FRENCH as the system language

F Set SPANISH as the system language

HELP MENU
WARNING: this menu contains parameters that may cause malfunction-
ing if they are incorrectly set. For this reason, only technical maintenance 
personnel or other authorised personnel may access this menu. For more 
information, contact After Sales Service.

Menu protected and 
blocked by a password
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MULTI-PURPOSE INPUT MENU
The MULTI-PURPOSE INPUT menu is used to set the function assigned to 
the multi-purpose input U10. 
WARNING: in order to use the multi-purpose input, you must enable it by 
closing the contact on digital input ID18.

MULTI-PURPOSE INPUT - General setting of the U10 multi-purpose input

1

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1

Used to select the function to be assigned to multi-purpose input U10. The possible functions are:
NOT PRESENT = the input is not used
POWER LIMITATION = the value of input U10 will determine the maximum power that the unit can 
supply (if this function is selected, the next window will allow you to set the minimum and maximum 
percentage power values for the selected signal)
VARIABLE SET-POINT = the value of input U10 will determine the set-point for the unit (if this func-
tion is selected, the next window will allow you to define the minimum and maximum set-point values 
for the selected signal)

2

Used to select the value for interpreting the U10 multi-purpose input signal. The possible values are:
0-10V = input U10 will read a voltage input signal between 0 and 10V
4-20mA = input U10 will read a current input signal between 4 and 20mA
NTC = input U10 will read an input signal provided by an NTC temperature probe

3 Used to select the minimum value for the signal read on input U10 (only if "0-10V" or "4-20mA" has 
been selected as the type of signal)

4 Used to select the maximum value for the signal read on input U10 (only if "0-10V" or "4-20mA" has 
been selected as the type of signal)

ATTENTION: certain pages (or items on the pages) of this 
menu may not be visible as they apply only to specific models 
or types of unit (depending on the configuration, some com-
ponents may not be available); this manual, however, illus-
trates all the possible pages. For more information about the 
components in the unit, refer to the technical manual.

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

3

B Move on to the next page

C Select the function to be assigned to input U10

D Select the type of value associated with the reading 
of input U10

E Specify the value to be assigned to the lower limit 
for the specified function (if a voltage or current read 
type is defined)

F Specify the value to be assigned to the upper limit 
for the specified function (if a voltage or current read 
type is defined)

B

C

D

E F

4

2
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MULTI-PURPOSE INPUT - Setting for power limitation function

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1

Used to set the power value to be assigned to the minimum signal read on input U10. If voltage (0-
10V) or current (4-20mA) signals are selected as the value, the minimum power limit specified in this 
parameter will correspond to the minimum signal value set on the "General setting of the U10 multi-
purpose input" page of this menu; if the value is "NTC signal", the parameter will correspond to the 
minimum temperature measured by the NTC probe (the minimum and maximum temperature values 
measured by the NTC probe are specified in a window that is only visible if the "NTC" option is chosen)

2

Used to set the power value to be assigned to the maximum signal read on input U10. If voltage (0-
10V) or current (4-20mA) signals are selected as the value, the maximum power limit specified in this 
parameter will correspond to the maximum signal value set on the "General setting of the U10 multi-
purpose input" page of this menu; if the value is "NTC signal", the parameter will correspond to the 
maximum temperature measured by the NTC probe (the minimum and maximum temperature values 
measured by the NTC probe are specified in a window that is only visible if the "NTC" option is chosen)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Move on to the next page

C Set the power value (percentage) for the minimum 
input signal on U10 (for voltage or current signals)

D Set the maximum power value (percentage) for 
the input signal on U10 (for voltage or current sig-
nals)

B

C

D
2

1
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MULTI-PURPOSE INPUT - Setting for variable set-point function

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1

Used to define the set-point (for cooling mode) to be assigned to the minimum signal read on input 
U10. If voltage (0-10V) or current (4-20mA) signals are selected as the value, the minimum set-point 
specified in this parameter will correspond to the minimum signal value set on the "General setting 
of the U10 multi-purpose input" page of this menu; if the value is "NTC signal", the parameter will 
correspond to the minimum temperature measured by the NTC probe (the minimum and maximum 
temperature values measured by the NTC probe are specified in a window that is only visible if the 
"NTC" option is chosen)

2

Used to define the set-point (for cooling mode) to be assigned to the maximum signal read on input 
U10. If voltage (0-10V) or current (4-20mA) signals are selected as the value, the maximum set-point 
specified in this parameter will correspond to the maximum signal value set on the "General setting 
of the U10 multi-purpose input" page of this menu; if the value is "NTC signal", the parameter will 
correspond to the minimum temperature measured by the NTC probe (the minimum and maximum 
temperature values measured by the NTC probe are specified in a window that is only visible if the 
"NTC" option is chosen)

3

Used to define the set-point (for heating mode) to be assigned to the minimum signal read on input 
U10. If voltage (0-10V) or current (4-20mA) signals are selected as the value, the minimum set-point 
specified in this parameter will correspond to the minimum signal value set on the "General setting 
of the U10 multi-purpose input" page of this menu; if the value is "NTC signal", the parameter will 
correspond to the minimum temperature measured by the NTC probe (the minimum and maximum 
temperature values measured by the NTC probe are specified in a window that is only visible if the 
"NTC" option is chosen)

4

Used to define the set-point (for heating mode) to be assigned to the maximum signal read on input 
U10. If voltage (0-10V) or current (4-20mA) signals are selected as the value, the maximum set-point 
specified in this parameter will correspond to the maximum signal value set on the "General setting 
of the U10 multi-purpose input" page of this menu; if the value is "NTC signal", the parameter will 
correspond to the minimum temperature measured by the NTC probe (the minimum and maximum 
temperature values measured by the NTC probe are specified in a window that is only visible if the 
"NTC" option is chosen)

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Go back to the previous page

C Define the cooling set-point for the minimum input 
signal value on U10 (for voltage or current signals)

D Define the cooling set-point for the maximum 
input signal value on U10 (for voltage or current 
signals)

B

C

D
4

3E

F
2

1

E Define the heating set-point for the minimum 
input signal value on U10 (for voltage or current 
signals)

F Define the heating set-point for the maximum 
input signal value on U10 (for voltage or current 
signals)

MULTI-PURPOSE INPUT - Setting for NTC signal type

A

A Open the "menu selection" page

Contents Meaning

1 Used to set the temperature value measured by the NTC probe which should be assigned to the 
minimum signal read on input U10. 

2 Used to set the temperature value measured by the NTC probe which should be assigned to the 
maximum signal read on input U10. 

ACTIONS 
AVAILABLE:

B Go back to the previous page

C Define the temperature value measured by the 
NTC probe for assigning the minimum input signal 
value on U10 (for voltage or current signals)

D Define the temperature value measured by the 
NTC probe for assigning the maximum input signal 
value on U10 (for voltage or current signals)

B

C

D 2
1





The technical data given on the following documentation are not binding. Aermec reserves the right to make all the modifica-
tions deemed necessary for improving the product.
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